Five HLA-D clusters associated with HLA-DR4.
In order to investigate the HLA-D clusters associated with DR4, 54 DR4-positive, Dw4- and Dw10-negative responders, together with selected Dw4- or Dw10-positive responders, were tested with 22 HTCs that define DR4-associated D specificities. The results are consistent with previous data defining four distinct D clusters--Dw4, Dw10, DB3, and DYT--and have identified a new cluster provisionally termed LD40. In addition, the DB3 cluster is complex and appears to give typing response patterns overlapping those of the KT2 cluster originally defined as being associated with DR4 in Japanese populations. Of 116 DR4-positive haplotypes tested, 44% typed as Dw4, 18% were LD40, 16% were Dw10, 9% were DB3, 3% were DYT, and 10% gave no typing response to the HTCs defining any of these clusters. These studies are informative not only in defining the DR4-associated D clusters and in supporting the concept that D and DR cannot be considered identical but also in emphasizing the complexity of the D region.